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The Finale Projects

Addendum for Finale 2010
There are seven basic differences between Finale 2010 and Finale 2009 that you will need to be 
aware of when working on the projects in The Finale Projects.

1. Percussion mapping 5. Measure numbers
2. Auto rehearsal marks 6. Worksheets
3. Chords 7. Hyperlink text 
4. Graphics (formats only)

All other functions work as they do in Finale 2009. What follows are detailed descriptions of the 
seven basic differences new in Finale 2010.

Percussion Mapping
Perhaps the most significant upgrade feature in Finale 2010 is the new percussion mapping. Much 
of the percussion map explanation on pages 206–215 of The Finale Projects has changed quite a 
bit. The new explanation for percussion mapping that follows is quite simplified compared to the 
one in Finale 2009.

As described in  The Finale Projects, the problem with percussion is that it’s displayed on a staff 
in a completely different pitch position than where it is mapped on a MIDI keyboard. For example, 
snare drum parts are commonly notated on the third space in the treble clef (the C space), but in 
the MIDI world, snare drum parts are mapped to the D key about two octaves below middle C. 
So Finale uses a map to designate the relationship between the note displayed on the staff and the 
actual MIDI pitch.

Finale 2010 simplifies this system and makes it much more flexible. For example, in Finale 2009, 
using a different set of sounds than called for in the original score for playback required spending 
a lot of time remapping the percussion map. In Finale 2010 there is a separate Percussion Layout 
in addition to the Percussion MIDI Map.

The Percussion Layout makes it easy to specify  The staff position and notehead shapes for an 
instrument’s notation as well as the default sound for each staff position (which was problematic 
in Finale 2009).

The new Percussion MIDI Map simply lists instruments and the MIDI note number that specifies 
the playback note. All Finale-supported percussion sound sets are already mapped correctly; in 
general there will never be a need to alter a map. However, if needed, it is very easy to change a 
map.

the MIDI world, the snare drum is mapped to the D key about two octaves below middle C.
the snare drum is commonly notated on the third space in the treble clef (the C space), but in
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Inputting notes on the percussion staff is very easy. All of the guesswork has been eliminated by 
adding convenient labels to the note caret before inputting the selected note. The Up Arrow and 
Down Arrow keys select an instrument. If you know the staff position, you can type the letter 
name as well. For example, type F for the bass drum staff position in the drum set staff.

Figure 1. Inputting notes on the percussion staff

If you’re using MIDI to input the notes, simply use the MIDI key as noted in The Finale Projects. 
There are, however, some MIDI percussion input problems with the initial release of Finale 2010, 
so make sure you have the latest upgrade (available at www.finalemusic.com/. Click the Downloads 
link at the top of the page, then select Product Updates from the dropdown menu.).

Here’s how this relates to the project in The Finale Projects. Pages 211–213 explain how to add a 
sound and alter the staff position. In Finale 2010:

 1. Navigate to the percussion layout using the Selection Tool.
 2. Right-click (in Windows) or  Control-click (on Macintosh) on the staff name for concert 

snare and select Edit Staff Attributes.
 3. Click Select next to percussion. Click Edit.
 4. Notice there is already a snare and an LH snare sound. Click on the snare instrument in 

the list and drag the staff position handle to the second-space position (A on the treble clef 
staff).

 5. Click on the LH snare and drag the staff position handle to the third-space position.
 6. Click OK to return to the score.

That’s it; very simple. However, let’s explore a few more things you may want to know while 
we’re in the Percussion Layout Designer dialog.
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Figure 2. The Percussion Layout Designer

First, note the order of the instrument list. All of these instruments are on the same staff position 
by default. So inputting a B will produce the Snare Drum sound by default since Snare Drum is 
at the top of the list. Use Up Arrow and Down Arrow to select the other sounds assigned to this 
staff position. To set the default sound for this position, simply click once on the desired sound and 
press Up Arrow to move it to the top of the list.

If you need to add an instrument to the percussion layout:

 1. Click the + button in the lower-left corner of the dialog.
 2. Select the instrument you want from the note-type dropdown menu (the list is quite 

extensive).
 3. Drag the staff position handle to the desired position.
 4. Click to change the notehead for each note type if necessary.

That’s it! MIDI playback has already been designated for you!

Note
You cannot put notes into a percussion staff that are not in the percussion layout! If you 
input via MIDI or by copying music into the percussion staff, notes that are not part of the 
percussion layout will display as gold or yellow noteheads.

Pages 246–248 of The Finale Projects give a detailed explanation of copying music from a treble 
clef staff into a percussion staff and the associated problems. This section isn’t necessary for Finale 
2010. Simply copy and paste as normal. Notes should map correctly. If not, simply change the staff 

at the top of the list. Use Up Arrow and Down Arrow icons to select the other sounds as-
signed to this staff position. To set the default sound for this position, simply click once 
on the desired sound and click on the Up Arrow icon to move it to the top of the list.
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position or default priority in the percussion layout as described above.

Changing a percussion playback note or the playback device is very easy to do.

 1. Select MIDI/Audio menu > Device Setup > Edit Percussion MIDI Map.
 2. Note that many maps are already pre-created for you.
 3. Select a map from the dropdown menu.
 4. Click a note number and enter the note number you want.

Figure 3. The Percussion MIDI Map Editor

To change the playback device without changing the percussion notation, select Window/Instrument 
list and the desired instrument set from the  Percussion MIDI Map dropdown menu.
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Figure 4. The Instrument List dialog

Auto Rehearsal Marks
In The Finale Projects metatools are used to create rehearsal marks. Enter A for rehearsal letter A, 
B for B and so forth. With Finale 2010 there is just one metatool for rehearsal marks: M, for mark. 
To create a rehearsal mark:
 1. Select the Expression tool.
 2. Press and hold M.
 3. Click where you want the rehearsal mark to go.
 4. Finale searches for the next sequential mark and inputs it.
 5. If you delete a rehearsal mark, all subsequent marks are updated.

Chords
The Finale Projects describes the need to add real whole rests to add chords to measures without 
notes. This is not needed in Finale 2010. Chords are attached to measures and beats now, not notes 
and rests. Simply type (or play) chords as described in the chapter on lead sheets.

Graphics
With the 2010 upgrade, Finale now supports more graphics formats than ever. An especially useful 
one is the PNG format. PNG graphics can be transparent, so placing graphics over a section of 
music doesn’t result in a white box behind the graphic. When preparing a graphic for input into 
Finale, select PNG as the desired format and you’ll be able to create this type of example easily.

Figure 5. A PNG graphic with transparent background
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Also new in Finale 2010 is the ability to maintain the original proportions of a graphic while 
resizing it by holding Shift while dragging a resizing handle.

Measure numbers
The measure number references in The Finale Projects are not affected much by the changes in 
Finale 2010, but the Measure Number dialog does look somewhat different. The most significant 
new measure number feature is the ability to specify font, size, and position for measure numbers 
at the beginning of a system independently of other measure numbers.

Figure 6. The Measure Number dialog

Measure numbers for parts can be completely different from the score as well, including:

 1. Control for font, enclosure, and position for the first measure in the system.
 2. Regular measure numbers throughout the part.
 3. Numbers for multi-measure rests.

Simply click the Linked Parts tab and deselect Use Score Settings to enable independent measure 
number control for parts.
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Finale 2010 offers more flexibility and control for measure numbers for multi-measure rests. Now 
font, brackets and position for multi-measure rest measure ranges to refine the look you want.

Figure 7. Multi-measure rest numbers in Finale 2010

Worksheets
Finale 2010 comes with over 300 new worksheet. This doesn’t affect the chapter on worksheets in 
The Finale Projects other than to provide many pre-created worksheets that you can alter for your 
needs. Going through the worksheet chapter and doing the project will help you understand many 
of the formatting procedures used to create these worksheets. This will help you understand how 
easy it is to alter the provided worksheets for your needs.

Hypertext
This new Finale 2010 feature is not discussed in The Finale Projects, but is such an exciting new 
feature I felt the need to present it here. Now any text entered with the Text tool can be linked 
to a URL address. One of the many uses for this feature is to provide links to a website offering 
additional instruction or information for students working with a Finale file in the SmartMusic 
program.

 1. Select the Text tool.
 2. Enter text. (This can be any text; it does not have to be the actual URL address of the 

linked-to website.)
 3. Select Text menu > Hyperlink.
 4. In the Hyperlink dialog, change the text in the Display Text field if desired.
 5. Enter the URL address of the website to which you want the text to link. 

Figure 8. The Hyperlink dialog


